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says it all about the strange United Kingdom we live in:
MaryR • 2 days ago (19 August 2018)

"I give up. The country and society that so many decent men and women sacrificed their
lives to protect is gone.
In today’s Sunday Times there is an all out, headline, front page attack on Johnson, the
man who dared to make a silly joke about the burka while defending the right of
women, not bothered by its centuries of association with female subjugation, to choose
to wear it if they so wish. Clearly no joke about that particular religious culture now so
firmly established in a country once hailed a bastion of free speech will be tolerated.
Whatever happened to “Je suis Charlie”?
The Charlie Hebdo team were assassinated by frenzied islamists for a cartoon and the
world reeled in disbelief and disgust. Now we have Johnson’s character finally and
thoroughly assassinated for a joke by frenzied journalists and political enemies. The fact
that one may not like him or share his political views should not make this acceptable.
He has not attended islamophobic groups, or demonstrations, not ‘liked’ islamophobic
posts, made fascist salutes or signals of any kind but some nutters have posted racist
rants on his Facebook page and that is being used as the final twist of the knife.
Meanwhile it is possibly unlawful to say women do not have penises.
Truly we live in a very sick society."
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From: David Nevett <djnevett@gmail.com>
Date: 21 August 2018 at 02:02:36 BST
To: Roger Wright- Morris <rogerwm07@gmail.com>
Subject: The way forward...................

Hi Roger,
Apologies for not responding to your messages, have been rather tied up with other
issues and projects for the last few days.
The way forward starts from here in understanding and acting on the feelings of the
sensible Brits who are now most probably the 'silent majority'.
Recent political comments and the clear lack of free speech now well documented
has to be addressed before we slide too deep in the dung heap created by our
elected politicians, unelected Lordships, anti democratic remainers, and rainbow
LGBTQRAXYZ or whatever today's fashionable title for them is.

The lady quoted below (a reader comment in the Spectator) speaks for normal
people, the 'silent majority'.
She outlines why we need to ridicule and/or ignore our MSM and politicians, and
promote independence from political parties - IMHO* in the next civic
elections. Only if there is a major change in voting at the local level can we even
begin to hope for a return to proper politicians and proper political parties being
elected to run our country.
UKIPs earlier successes started with the local elections, but unfortunately too many
candidates were permitted to do their own thing, rather than carry a common
message. I have said many times before: A choir of hundreds (or thousands) singing
from the same song sheet, and to the same music, will stand out from the sounds of
hundreds of individuals singing different songs to different tunes. We need a new
Number 1 song to top the charts. A song that individuals can sing, and find sufficient
voters to make them number one in their home territory.
I do not know who originated the 'Divide and Conquer' technique but it could come
from the Art of War - WW1 was so destructive with two large axis groups fighting
each other on a single front. WW2 was won by divide and conquer- opening up
many fronts including 'Resistance organisations' in many occupied countries.
We need to work the same strategy: A national story line for the big guns of the right
minded members of the National Political Parties, establish a peoples army of
resistance workers, some of whom will form guerilla groups for street and
community action gigs.
To get rid of the national cancer of demonising democracy and free speech, it needs
to have the action messages being accepted and spread by word of mouth,
immunising those not yet affected, and providing an antidote to help bring others
back on message.
We know it can be done, UKIP did the first phases very well: taking over in the pubs
and coffee shops, water coolers, and letters to the editor. Where UKIP failed was in
a co-ordinated attack on the national level, no common message except 'leave the
EU' which by all accounts is still the wish of the majority of voters plus remainers
who value democracy more than financial gain.
We need leadership:
Labour has no-one to offer
Conservatives have Boris or Jacob
Liberals have no-one to offer
UKIP needs a leader who can first recover the local constituencies with action and a
simple message.
Nigel is back, but with a single message, and a movement rather than a Political
Party : 'Leave means out of the EU' is his current message, but I am not sure he can
move beyond that one message to also include Democracy and Free Speech.

Our other problem is the fifth column now in place and working (with great success
and an increasing numbers of soldiers) against our traditional British Values.
The recent government figures of the make up of the British population suggest
there is little time for a recovery and opportunity to win back our country at the
ballot box, but I still prefer the strategy of ballots rather than bullets.
"Looking for the solution without defining the problem is working in the dark"
one of my favourite quotes, one that for me still defies identifying the source or
origin of such wisdom.............
Problem solving is easier when the actual or real problem is identified - while I keep
trying to discover the core problem, I think I must be overlooking something that is
so obvious it may be under my nose, or I am blind to it - am I ??
Will call you later this afternoon (Tuesday), a car problem needs fixing first.
Regards
David
* In my humble opinion

